


ysis that attempts to assess the frequency at which uncon-
trolled objects pass within a given distance of a particular
longitude slot. To enhance intuition, an integer number
of near-misses is used here as the alternative to “typical”
spatial density and flux metrics [5]. Population augmen-
tation in the GEO ring has been investigated briefly in the
literature [3, 5], albeit, these studies present debris fluxes
averaged across longitude, altitude, and time, and thus do
not address which longitude slots are the most prone to
proliferating debris populations in the GEO environment.

Localized congestion forecasting for GEO is imperative,
as it provides a metric as to how frequently satellite oper-
ators with assets in particular longitude slots will have to
track nearby debris motion and potentially execute avoid-
ance maneuvers. The latter is of particular importance,
as avoidance maneuvers can temporarily force a satellite
outside of its longitude slot, which may pose problems
for the mission, and be difficult to manage if neighbor-
ing satellites are collocated in the same slot. Currently,
the RSO population at GEO is sparse enough such that a
simple time-shift of a scheduled maintenance maneuver
is sufficient for evading debris; in these situations, no ad-
ditional propellant is expended beyond that allocated for
routine GEO station-keeping. However, as the GEO de-
bris field continues to increase unchecked, the amount of
propellant required to remain at a specified longitude slot
while simultaneously mitigating conjunctions will begin
increasing as well. The focus of this analysis is to illus-
trate “worst-case” debris congestion under a representa-
tive launch traffic model for a 50-year prediction period,
and demonstrate that appropriate mitigation measures at
end-of-life can serve to attenuate local debris congestion.

2. CURRENT RSO POPULATION AT GEO

The RSO population in the GEO regime is classified with
a taxonomy used by the European Space Agency’s DIS-
COS database (Database and Information System Char-
acterising Objects in Space) [12]. For GEO RSOs, seven
orbit categories are implemented for classifying the type
of geosynchronous orbits traversed by these objects; Ta-
ble 1 provides a description of this classification system.
Geosynchronous RSOs are selected according to ESOC’s
Classification of Geosynchronous Objects reports [12]:
(a) eccentricity smaller than 0.2 (e ă 0.2), (b) inclination
smaller than 70˝ (i ă 70˝), and (c) mean motion between
0.9 and 1.1 revs per sidereal day (0.9 ă n ă 1.1).

Orbit data are obtained from publicly-available two-line
element (TLE) sets provided by U.S. Strategic Command
(USSTRATCOM).1 For this debris flux study, a reference
TLE set obtained on 01/01/13 is employed. TLE data are
provided as doubly-averaged Keplerian elements [5] with
mean motion instead of semi-major axis, transformed
into Cartesian states in the true equator, mean equinox

1Publicly-available TLE data sets (updated twice daily) are available

for bulk download from: https://www.space-track.org/

(TEME) frame [13] via SGP-4 theory [14] for this study.2

Note that because of the limited accuracy of the TLE sets,
these data are not meant for high-precision analyses – as
the purpose of this study is to forecast near-miss events
occurring on a macroscopic scale, the accuracy of these
data is sufficient. Furthermore, as only objects larger than
one meter are routinely tracked at the GEO altitude [12],
only RSOs at least of this size are considered. Since this
study only incorporates the trackable, catalogued, and un-
classified GEO RSOs with up-to-date TLEs, the findings
of this study serve to illustrate a conservative lower bound
of the true debris congestion situation in the GEO ring.

3. FORECASTING LOCAL GEO CONGESTION

3.1. Formulation of Near-Miss Events

Near-miss events for the GEO longitude slots are deter-
mined by formulating a GEO-encompassing torus of ma-
jor radius rGEO “ 42164 km and minor radius r̃ [7], par-
titioned into longitude increments of ∆λ “ 1.0˝. Minor
radii of r̃ “ 50{100{300{700 km are simulated to eval-
uate the frequency of near-miss CPE occurring from dis-
tances representative of a 1˝ longitude slot at GEO („700
km) to distances at which precise conjunction assessment
and analysis roughly could be considered („50 km). Fur-
ther, this torus formulation is a natural choice for evaluat-
ing CPE for the non-inertial GEO longitude slots, as this
torus geometry is invariant as seen by both the inertial
frame (J2000) and Earth-centered, Earth-fixed frames, in
which these longitude slots are fixed [7].

Near-miss events are detected during propagation of an
object by checking for the transversal of this GEO torus
boundary at each time step during numerical integration.
Mathematically, a near-miss event occurs if [7]

ˆ

rGEO ´
b

r2X ` r2Y

˙2

` r2Z ´ r̃2 ă 0 (1)

is satisfied, where prX , rY , rZqT is the RSO position vec-
tor expressed in the inertial frame. The longitude of in-
tersection λCPE is thus determined as [7]:

λCPE “ arctan

ˆ

rY

rX

˙

´ αG (2)

where αG is the right ascension of Greenwich (i.e.,
Greenwich sidereal time) [16]. When a torus-intersection
is detected with Equation (1), the longitude of intersec-
tion is determined with Equation (2), and the total near-
miss count for the corresponding toroidal cell is updated.
To ensure that equivalent intersection events are not ac-
counted for more than once during CPE checking, count-
ing logic is employed before a cell intersection counter
is updated to “screen” the event for redundancy. The full
algorithm for determining near-miss events with the torus
formulation is detailed by Anderson and Schaub [7].

2ANSI-C implementation of merged SGP-4/SDP-4 theory for TLE

processing is available from: http://www.sat.dundee.ac.uk/

˜psc/sgp4.html [15]



Table 1. Orbit classifications for geosynchronous objects in GEO congestion study.

Class Type Description

C1 Controlled Longitude/inclination control (E-W/N-S control)
C2 Controlled Longitude control only (E-W control only)
D Drifting Drift above/below/through protected GEO zone
L1 Librating Libration about Eastern stable point (λ “ 75˝E)
L2 Librating Libration about Western stable point (λ “ 105˝W)
L3 Librating Libration about Eastern/Western stable points
IN Indeterminate Unknown status (e.g., recent TLE not available)

3.2. Propagator and Implementation

A special perturbations propagation routine implemented
in ANSI-C and parallelized with the OpenCL architecture
is implemented to propagate the uncontrolled GEO popu-
lation and determine torus intersection events. Per imple-
mentation considerations of the OpenCL configuration,3

a lower-fidelity—albeit representative—force model of
the GEO environment is employed, with the added bene-
fit of dramatically-decreased simulation run times. Here,
the two-body equations of motion are numerically inte-
grated under a 4ˆ4 EGM-96 spherical harmonics expan-
sion, luni-solar perturbations, and the “cannonball” solar
radiation pressure (SRP) perturbation (“harshly” attenu-
ated by the geometric occultation algorithm presented by
Montenbruck and Gill [17]). The equations of motion are

:r “ ´µC

r3
r ` aC ` aK ` a@ ` aSRP (3)

where the first term denotes Keplerian two-body acceler-
ation, aC is the acceleration due to the nonsphericity of
Earth, aK and a@ are the third-body contributions from
the Moon and Sun, respectively, and aSRP is the SRP ac-
celeration. Solar radiation pressure is modeled using the
inverse-square diffusion formulation of solar luminosity
L@ « 3.839 ˆ 1026 J/s, using a coefficient of reflectivity
cr ” 1.5 and area-to-mass ratio A@{m “ 0.04 m2/kg.4

In higher-fidelity force models, transformations between
Earth-fixed and Earth-inertial frames incorporate accu-
rate Earth orientation parameters (EOP) to account for
the influence of precession, nutation, and polar motion,
and software suites such as the SPICE toolkit may be em-
ployed to perform these complex coordinate transforma-
tions.5 In this parallelized propagator, however, a lower-
fidelity transformation that accounts strictly for a z-axis
rotation by Greenwich sidereal time is implemented for
purposes of increased speed at run time. Furthermore, in-
stead of drawing the inertial Moon and Sun position vec-
tors from the ephemerides, this routine implements low-
precision formulae for the geocentric coordinates of these
bodies, as stated in the 2013 Astronomical Almanac [19].

3The OpenCL 1.2 Specification is available from Khronos Group at:

http://www.khronos.org/registry/cl/.
4Schaub and Jasper [18] indicate that A@{m « 0.04 m2/kg is rep-

resentative of the RSO population at GEO – this value is implemented

within a “nominal” solar radiation pressure perturbation for all objects.
5The Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s (JPL) SPICE toolkits are available

from: http://naif.jpl.nasa.gov/naif/toolkit.html.

This propagator uses an eighth-order, predictor-corrector
Gauss-Jackson integrator [20] initialized with the Prince-
Dormand 8(7) algorithm for numerical integration of the
equations of motion in Equation (3). During initial propa-
gation of the debris field to the CPE start date, and during
near-miss computations in the prediction span, a time step
of ten minutes is specified for sufficient fidelity.6 Valida-
tion of this lower-fidelity, parallel propagation routine has
been performed against high-fidelity, sequential propaga-
tion, and the macroscopic congestion patterns predicted
by these two propagation strategies differ insignificantly.

4. FORECASTING CONGESTION WITH POPU-
LATION AUGMENTATION

4.1. Operational GEO Orbit Model

For more realistic, long-term congestion forecasting, the
GEO RSO population must be meaningfully augmented
to simulate nominal launch traffic for this regime. Real-
istic population augmentation necessitates an operational
GEO orbit model to quantify where C1/C2 satellites are
“typically” positioned at insertion into their designated
longitude slots – such a model serves to generate the ini-
tial conditions for new controlled satellites created during
long-term forecasting (the GEO launch instantiation pro-
cedure is outlined in Section 4.2). To construct this op-
erational orbit model, data from the 01/01/13 reference
TLE set, the Space-Track Geosynchronous Report7, and
the electronic SatBeams database8 are compiled, yield-
ing semi-major axis, eccentricity, inclination, and lon-
gitude information for 768 past and present GEO satel-
lites (including all unclassified launches to GEO as of
01/01/13), and 94 GEO satellites planned through the
year 2020. Employing these data, stacked histograms are
generated for the semi-major axis, eccentricity, inclina-
tion, and geocentric longitude, and appropriate probabil-
ity density functions are “fit” to these histograms (with
trial-and-error) to construct representative distributions

6Preliminary studies indicate that simulation results exhibit insignif-

icant changes when smaller time steps (such as one minute) are utilized.
7The Space-Track Geosynchronous Report is available at: https:

//www.space-track.org/perl/geo_report.pl.
8The SatBeams database gives GEO satellite longitude and launch

year information, and is available from: http://www.satbeams.

com/satellites.



from which the orbital elements of a new controlled satel-
lite may be drawn. Figure 2 shows these parameter his-
tograms (stacked by launch decade) and their associated
density functions, summarized for each element below:

• Semi-major axis a. Normal distribution with mean
µ “ 42164.8 km and standard deviation σ “ 1 km.
The probability density function (PDF) and cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) for this distribution
are given by (for ´8 ă x ă 8):

fN px;µ, σq “ 1

σ
?
2π

exp

«

´1

2

ˆ

x ´ µ

σ

˙2
ff

(4)

FN px;µ, σq “ 1

2

„

1 ` erf

ˆ

x ´ µ

σ
?
2

˙

(5)

• Eccentricity e. Half-normal distribution derived
from normal distribution with σ “ 5.0 ˆ 10´4, for
which the PDF and CDF are given by (for x ě 0):

fN {2px;σq “
?
2

σ
?
π
exp

ˆ

´ x2

2σ2

˙

(6)

FN {2px;σq “ erf

ˆ

x

σ
?
2

˙

(7)

• Inclination i. Half-normal distribution derived from
normal distribution with σ “ 0.08˝.

• Longitude λ. Gaussian mixture of two wrapped nor-
mal distributions, using pµ1, σ1q “ p55˝, 65˝q and
pµ2, σ2q “ p260˝, 25˝q, mixed with the following:9

λ ð 0.75fWpµ1, σ1q ` 0.25fWpµ2, σ2q (8)

where the PDF and associated CDF for the wrapped
normal distribution are given by (for 0 ď x ď 2π):

fWpx;µ, σq “ 1

σ
?
2π

ˆ
8
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ff (10)

For computer implementations, sampling from the distri-
butions is performed by drawing a pseudo-random num-
ber on the interval r0, 1s that represents the cumulative
probability in the distribution, up to and including the de-
sired value. Then, the appropriate CDF is back-solved

9A Gaussian mixture is implemented to simulate the “bimodality” of

the longitude histogram in Figure 2(d), i.e., high concentrations of op-

erational satellites above Europe/Asia and North America, but minimal

assets above the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

for the value of x that would yield this cumulative prob-
ability. Back-solving the wrapped normal CDF is per-
formed by incrementally stepping through the interval
x P r0, 2πs in Equation (10) until the value of the random
number has been achieved to tolerance (it is sufficient to
iterate k as k “ ´100 . . . 100).

The right ascension of the ascending node is selected
uniformly on the interval Ω P r0, 360˝s, and the true
anomaly f “ 0˝, such that all new satellites are inserted
at the perigee of their operational orbits. Then, the argu-
ment of perigee ω must satisfy

ω “ αG ` λ ´ Ω (11)

where αG is the right ascension of Greenwich, computed
at the epoch of insertion. After the initial orbit elements
have been sampled in this manner, the Keplerian elements
are converted into a Cartesian state and assigned to the
controlled satellite. This methodology ensures that new
controlled satellites created during long-term forecasting
exhibit initial orbit elements that are highly representative
of operational GEO orbits harnessed since the first GEO
utilization in 1963.

4.2. Business as Usual without Mitigation

Launches to operational GEO orbits are simulated with
the probabilistic, “open-loop” event instantiation method
as implemented in the European Space Agency’s DELTA
(Debris Environment Long-Term Analysis) tool [5]. Fol-
lowing Klinkrad [5], the probability Pj of j launches oc-
curring in a given analysis interval is modeled with the
Poisson distribution

Pj “ cj

j!
expp´cq (12)

where the parameter c is the average number of launches
occurring during the analysis interval, computed as c “
(average annual launch rate to orbit regime [years´1]) ˆ
(length of analysis interval [years]) [5]. Assuming the
“business-as-usual” GEO launch rate of 30 satellites per
year [3, 5] and with one-day analysis intervals, c « 0.082
as a first approximation for typical GEO launch traffic.
For computer implementations, the probabilities Pj for
j “ 0, 1, . . . , k are first determined until a “threshold”
value ǫ is achieved, such that Pk`1 ď ǫ (for this study,
ǫ “ 10´6 is used). The resultant probabilities Pj are then
normalized such that their sum is equal to 1:

P̂j “ Pj
řk

i“0
Pi

ùñ
k

ÿ

j“0

P̂j “ 1 (13)

A pseudo-random number ζ̂ on the interval r0, 1s is now
drawn, and the number of launch occurrences in the anal-
ysis interval is thus determined by the largest j for which

the sum of the normalized probabilities P̂j is still less

than ζ̂, i.e.,
j

ÿ

i“0

P̂i ď ζ̂ ă
j`1
ÿ

i“0

P̂i (14)









5. CONCLUSION

Forecasting of localized debris congestion in the geosyn-
chronous environment is performed to quantify the num-
ber of near-miss events occurring for each longitude slot
in this regime. A parallelized, reduced-fidelity propa-
gation routine is implemented in tandem with a geosta-
tionary torus configuration and publicly-available TLE
data to simulate congestion in “no future launches” and
“business-as-usual” launch traffic scenarios, with and
without perfect mitigation at end-of-life. Results indicate
that debris congestion in the vicinity of the two gravi-
tational wells will become severe inasmuch as mitiga-
tion guidelines for this regime are not globally adhered
to. Fortunately, a burgeoning desire to preserve GEO is
reflected in the increasing numbers of satellite operators
attempting re-orbit at EOL. Ultimately, these mitigation
measures must be combined with active removal and re-
mediation at GEO, to protect the future usefulness of this
natural resource and driver for space development, and
preclude a situation similar to that now sustained in LEO.
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